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Channel 28 to Demonstrate its Duplex
Noise Cancelling Radio System at Monaco
Yacht Show

Monaco Yacht Show, 25th – 28th September 2019, ACREW Lounge, La Rascasse

This is the 7th year that superyacht solution engineers Channel 28 will be at
Monaco Yacht Show. They will demonstrate the C-Clear duplex engine room
communications system, the most recent addition to Channel 28’s C-Comm
digital crew comms solution, as well as new variants of the Morse service call



buttons.

The C-Clear duplex engine room communications system combines class-
leading noise cancelling headsets with digital UHF integration. The
innovative solution can be installed in noisy engine rooms and anchor lockers
and allows calls to be routed to any of the wireless headsets. Engineers and
crew can respond through an internal noise cancelling microphone without
the need to push a button in order to talk. The digital solution is designed to
replace awkward and complex systems that prevent crew from wearing
hearing protection, or do not have any communications available for noisy
environments.

“We are excited to be present at the show this year to help advise about
digital crew communications across the superyacht,” says Adrian Hicks,
Director of Channel 28. “We want to show captains and crew how they can be
more efficient while also increasing overall safety. During the growth of
digital radio, we have witnessed other solutions that have not been installed
properly so it is important for us to be at the show to consult about where
crew communications aren’t meeting the specifications.”

Channel 28 also successfully launched its service call buttons in 2017 and are
evolving new formats and finishes to suit different yachts, which will be
available to demonstrate at the show. The Morse buttons are extremely
simple to implement with the Channel 28 flagship product C-Comm, and
superyacht owners, skippers and crew are being encouraged to try the
solution for themselves.

Throughout Monaco Yacht Show, the Channel 28 team will be based at the
ACREW lounge at La Rascasse to discuss secure yacht communication needs
as well as providing demonstrations of its C-Clear service call buttons.
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Notes for Editors:

If you would like to make an appointment or drop in and see the team at
ACREW Lounge, La Rascasse, please contact Jemima Molyneux, Saltwater



Stone j.molyneux@saltwater-stone.com or Tel: +44 (0) 1202 669244. 

About Channel 28

Channel 28 Ltd is an engineering and software development company
focused on delivering programmed products and system solutions for
Superyachts.

Founded in 2012 by two engineers with experience of delivering bespoke
systems to tight deadlines and at realistic pricing, the company was
conceived to develop and locate well engineered products and then integrate
them into systems for specialist customers.

Channel 28 boasts a variety of products specifically developed for the marine
industry, and in particular the superyacht industry, including its flagship
product C-Comm. C-Comm, provides secure crew communication solutions
that are easy to use and fit for purpose. Now installed and in operation on an
ever-growing number of yachts worldwide, C-Comm’s proven technology,
security features and custom solutions have made it a true success.

The Morse Service Call Button is Channel 28’s latest development for crew
communications. The sophisticated technology can be simply connected to
WIFI with no charging base, offering over a year's usage from one standard
battery.

With all available solutions tailored to yacht, crew and owner specific needs,
their range of services and products available for the superyacht industry
continues to expand and grow in line with industry and on-board technology
requirements.


